EXTRACT from the regulations: (regulations available from our services or on www.prixbayeux.org)

The Bayeux Award for war correspondents rewards a report on a conflict situation, or its consequences for civilian populations, or on a news item concerning the defence of individual freedoms and democracy.

The report must have been produced between 1st June 2020 and the 31st May 2022.

The Young Reporter Award involves a different category each year. In 2022: the category will be photo. Participation is limited to journalists who are no older than age 28. The accompanying prize money amounts to €3,000.

Personal data made known to the Organiser are processed within the framework of the principles implemented by the latter for the processing of personal data in accordance with the French law on personal data protection of 6 January 1978, as modified. In accordance with this law, candidates/journalists have the right to access, rectify and delete information concerning them at any time. These rights may be exercised with the Organiser. The Organiser may be led to communicate the surnames, first names and addresses, or other information forwarded by the candidates/journalists to other companies or to its partners. Candidates/journalists who do not wish this information to be communicated to third parties should specify this in writing when submitting their entry application.

YOUNG REPORTER

Last Name: ..............................................................................................................First Name: ..............................................................

Address: ..................................................................................................................

Town: ................................................................................................. Postcode: ..............................................................

Tel: ..................................................................................................................

E-mail: ............................................................................................................. Date of Birth: ..............................................................

MEDIA COMPANY – AGENCY:

Contact person in the media: .............................................................................................................

Address: ..................................................................................................................

Town: ................................................................................................. Postcode: ..............................................................

Tel: ..................................................................................................................

E-mail: .............................................................................................................

All participants having returned a signed entry application will be considered to have read understood and accepted all the clauses and conditions stipulated in the regulations governing the Bayeux Award.

Journalist's signature: .............................................................. Media Company – Agency manager: ..............................................................

REPORT (8 to 15 photos)

Title (in french): .............................................................................................................

Location (town and country): .............................................................................................................

Date(s) of production: .......................................................................................... Number of photos: ..............................................................

Imperative: indicate the photo which may be used by the Organisation of the Award if you are the prize-winner. N°: .......

The following documents should be sent to info@prixbayeux.org

- This entry form duly signed
- A link to download the photos (or the report on a CD or DVD if by mail)
- The captions of the photos in French in a Word document
- An outline of the context of how the report was produced (conditions before during and after the report, challenges, etc.) – 5 to 15 lines to be written by the photographer
- A curriculum vitae of the photographer